
The Unforgettable Tale of Keeping The Moon:
A Sarah Dessen Masterpiece

When it comes to contemporary young adult literature, Sarah Dessen's name
stands tall among the best authors in the genre. With her ability to create
relatable characters, tackle important themes, and invoke a range of emotions,
Dessen has captured the hearts of millions of readers worldwide. One notable
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masterpiece in her collection is "Keeping The Moon." In this article, we dive into
the captivating world of this novel, examining its powerful storyline, memorable
characters, and the lessons it imparts on its readers.

The Power of "Keeping The Moon"

Released in 1999, "Keeping The Moon" narrates the story of Colie Sparks, a
fifteen-year-old girl who embarks on a transformative summer journey. Struggling
with self-esteem issues and shaken by her mother's newfound fame as a weight-
loss guru, Colie is forced to spend the summer with her eccentric and free-
spirited Aunt Mira in a small beach town entitled Colby.
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The novel beautifully portrays Colie's journey of self-discovery as she encounters
interesting characters and develops unlikely friendships. Dessen crafts
compelling narratives that transcend the pages, allowing readers to connect
deeply with the story and its themes of self-acceptance, friendship, and the power
of inner strength.

Unforgettable Characters
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One of the reasons why "Keeping The Moon" continues to resonate with readers
is its unforgettable cast of characters. From the quirky Aunt Mira, whose
unconventional lifestyle provides Colie with valuable life lessons, to the enigmatic
Norman, who becomes a source of love and support, each character is intricately
developed and leaves a lasting impression.

Colie Sparks herself is perhaps one of Dessen's most relatable characters. As
someone who struggles with body image issues and lacks self-confidence,
Colie's journey is a powerful reminder to readers that appearances can be
deceiving and that true beauty lies within.

The Impact of Sarah Dessen's Writing

Sarah Dessen's writing style is characterized by its simplicity, raw emotions, and
remarkable ability to address important topics relevant to young adults. With each
sentence, she effortlessly draws readers into her worlds, making them feel like
part of the story. "Keeping The Moon" is no exception, as it tackles complex
themes like body image, bullying, and the transforming power of friendship.

The novel goes beyond entertainment, serving as a source of inspiration for
readers of all ages. Dessen's work shines a light on important issues faced by
teenagers and encourages them to embrace their true selves, imperfections and
all.

"Keeping The Moon" is a masterpiece in contemporary young adult literature,
solidifying Sarah Dessen's position as a prominent voice in the genre. Through an
engaging storyline, relatable characters, and thought-provoking themes, Dessen
creates an unforgettable reading experience that leaves a lasting impact on its
audience. So, if you're ready to embark on a journey of self-discovery and be



captivated by the magic of Dessen's storytelling, pick up a copy of "Keeping The
Moon" today. You won't be disappointed.
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Um dos caminhos mais interessantes (CB), frequentemente visto durante as
competições, é o padrão de diagonal cruzada. O (CB) sai de um canto da mesa
e vai na diagonal para o outro canto. Esse padrão segue uma diagonal paralela e
até diagonais triplas.

Esta é uma extensa variedade dessas soluções de ponta a ponta, cada uma
mostrando as configurações da bola e o esforço bem-sucedido do jogador
profissional.

+++++++++++++++

Esta é uma extensa coleção de problemas de mesa comuns semelhantes que
aparecem em torneios profissionais. Para cada conjunto de posições de bola, há
dois layouts de mesa. A primeira foto mostra a configuração de bolas de bilhar. A
segunda imagem demonstra como o jogador profissional decidiu jogar a
situação.
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Cada configuração de tabela pode ajudá-lo de duas maneiras:

Analise a configuração como um exercício mental. Estude a situação e
considere as muitas soluções possíveis. Para cada ideia, decida os
melhores caminhos, com a velocidade e o giro necessários. Então, em sua
mente, jogue cada solução possível.

Na tabela, configure a configuração e aprenda a duplicar com sucesso o
caminho (CB). Depois de descobrir a solução correta, repita até que você
realmente aprenda a solução. É assim que você melhora suas habilidades
de tiro. Em seguida, experimente com diferentes soluções. Aprenda como o
jogador profissional foi bem sucedido e também aprenda várias outras
soluções.

Tanto a análise quanto a experimentação melhorarão suas habilidades. Você se
tornará um jogador melhor e mais inteligente.

Aproveite o processo de aprendizado e boa sorte !!
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